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Abstract. To improve the accuracy of fault diagnosis for rolling bearing, an integrated fault diagnosis 

method based on EEMD（Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition）, KPCA（Kernel Principal 

Component Analysis）and MTS（Mahalanobis Taguchi System）is proposed. Firstly, EEMD decompose 

the non-stationary and nonlinear vibration signals into a series of IMFs (intrinsic mode functions). Then 

some of IMFs sensitive to the fault information is selected by the IMF sensitive discriminant algorithm 

and establish the initial feature vector. Then, KPCA further reduces the dimensionality of the vector. 

Finally, an effective MTS fault detectors and classifiers is established to identify fault types of sample 

data. The experimental results show that compared with conventional single fault diagnosis methods, 

the EEMD-KPCA-MTS model has strong adaptability and accuracy. 

1. Introduction

As a core component of rotating machinery, rolling bearings play an important role in the

operation of mechanical equipment [1]. 40% mechanical equipment failures are related to bearings 

[2]. Therefore, it has important practical significance for the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings.  

Signal feature extraction is the key technology for fault diagnosis of rolling bearings. EEMD is 

an effective method for dealing with non-stationary and nonlinear signals, which avoid the mode 

aliasing phenomenon caused by EMD [3-4]. However, only part of the IMFs decomposed by 

EEMD can reflect the fault characteristics, while others are interference components. The accuracy 

of the model is affected if the interference components are not eliminated [5]. Many scholars 

combine EEMD with neural network, support vector machine and other pattern recognition 

algorithms for fault identification. These methods rely on the existing knowledge in the knowledge 

base [6-8]. When a new abnormal situation appears, it may be not available. Therefore, how to find 

an emerging pattern recognition method is an important direction of rolling bearings. 

To solve the above problem, an integrated fault diagnosis method based on EEMD, KPCA and 

MTS is proposed. Firstly, EEMD decompose the vibration signals into a series of IMFs, and then 

some of IMFs sensitive to the fault information is selected by the IMF sensitive discriminant 

algorithm and establish the initial feature vector. Then, KPCA further reduces the dimensionality of 

the vector. Finally, use MTS to identify fault types of sample data.  

2. EEMD Method and Correlation-Based IMF Sensitive Discriminant Algorithm

The EEMD method is improved on the basis of EMD. EMD decompose original signal into a 
series of IMFs. Since the vibration signal is collected during the operation of the bearing, the noise 

component is large. So the signal needs to be denoised. However, it should be emphasized that it is 

necessary to accurately select the critical point to remove Gaussian white noise using EMD, 

otherwise it may cause serious distortion of the signal. EEMD adds white noise to the signal, so that 

the signal is continuous at different scales which causes the decomposition effect better. At the same 

time, according to the characteristic of zero mean of Gauss white noise, the white noise is added to 

the signal repeatedly. After averaging, the noise is offset, and the more frequency, the less effect of 

the noise.  

After the EEMD decomposition of the signal, only part of the IMF component is sensitive to the 

fault information, and other IMF components are the interference components. Therefore, to ensure 

the accuracy of the analysis, an IMF sensitive discriminant algorithm based on mode function 
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correlation evaluation is used to select the IMF component sensitive to the fault information. The 

specific steps of the algorithm are as follows: 

1) Calculate the correlation coefficient ip between the fault signal x(t) and its various IMF 
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3) Reorder IMFs by sensitivity factor，and get a new IMF sequence ' ( 1,2,... )nc i n= ,and calculate 

the difference between two adjacent sensitivity coefficients: 
' '

1n n nd   −= − (3) 

4) Determine the serial number k corresponding to the maximum value of the sensitivity

coefficient difference, then the first -k th order IMF in  'nc  is the fault-sensitive IMF. The algorithm

considers the similarity between the IMF and the original signal, and aims to highlight the 

components related to the fault characteristics and weaken the influence of the unrelated 

components. 

3. Mahalanobis Taguchi System and MTS Fault Detection and Classification Model

As a multi-dimensional pattern recognition method, the main purpose of the MTS is to measure

the abnormality of the sample and the degree of abnormality by constructing measurement scales 
[9-10]. MTS combines the MD and the Taguchi method. MTS use the MD as a reference to calculate 

the distance of the sample. The Taguchi method includes an orthogonal table and a signal-to-noise 

ratio. The orthogonal table and the signal-to-noise ratio are used together as a tool for screening 

feature variables, thereby reducing the dimensionality. However, the actual results show that the 

Taguchi method is not ideal for the dimension reduction of the IMF component. Therefore, this 

paper uses the KPCA method instead of the Taguchi method. MTS fault detection and classification 

model are shown as follow:   

Step one, construct the reference space of normal sample. 

Assume that there are one normal type and L fault types, each type collects m sample data. So 

there are m normal sample data and p abnormal sample data. After EEMD decomposition and the 

selection of IMF sensitive discriminant algorithm, an initial feature vector is constructed by 

calculating the parameters of time domain statistics. Assume that extract a total of n feature vectors, 

and m normal sample data construct m n  sample space. Where ija is the value of the -i th

sample in the -j th component. 

1) Calculate the mean and standard deviation of each feature vector in the normal sample data

matrix A, 
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2) Use
ju and

js to standardize the sample data matrix A
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get normalized normal sample data matrix 
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3) Calculate the correlation coefficient matrix between the attributes,
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In the formula, 1 2[ , , , ]i i i imZ z z z= L is the -i th normalized sample data of matrix Z . 

4) Calculate the inverse matrix 1S − of the correlation coefficient matrix S between the feature 

vectors. 

5) Calculate the MD of all normal samples

2 11
, 1,2, ,T
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n
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Step two, confirm the validity of the reference space. 

1)Treat all fault samples as negative samples and p negative sample data form

p n matrix B .Standardize the abnormal fault sample data matrix B using
ju and js calculated in step 

one,
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get normalized normal sample data matrix 
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2) Calculate the MD of all abnormal fault samples
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The greater the difference of MD between the abnormal fault sample and the normal sample, the 

more effective the reference space is. 

Step three, Construct L fault types Mahalanobis space. 

1) Build L fault types reference space, repeat step one.

Calculate the mean and standard deviation vectors, the correlation coefficient matrix, and the MD 

of each type of fault sample separately. Construct Mahalanobis spaces for each fault mode samples. 

2) Verify the validity of L reference space, repeat step two

Regard a certain type of fault sample as positive samples, and other types of sample data are 

regarded as negative samples. Verify the validity of positive sample reference space by calculating 

the MD of negative sample data. If the MD of the negative sample is greater than the MD of the 

positive sample in every Mahalanobis space, the model measurement scale is good. 

Step four, KPCA optimization reference space 

Select the appropriate kernel function and kernel parameters, use KPCA to process the ( )m p n+   

matrix, and extract the main components of the matrix and compress the matrix to optimize the 

Mahalanobis space. Set the cumulative contribution rate of compression to greater than 95% and 

compress n parameters to t. Thereby a ( )m p t+   matrix is obtained. 

Step five, Predict the sample 

Firstly, calculate the MD of the sample in the Mahalanobis space of normal sample, and detect if 

the sample is normal. Then, calculate the MD of the sample in each fault Mahalanobis space and the 
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sample is classified into a certain fault mode with strict criteria. The next chapter will explain in 

detail. 

4. Experimental Analysis

4.1 Introduction to experimental data

The experimental research was carried out by using the vibration data of the bearing fault test

bench of Case Western Reserve University. Rolling bearings have four states, normal, inner ring 

fault, rolling fault and outer ring fault. Analyze the one end (Driver-D) vibration signal collected by 

the vibration sensor. Each sample is a signal composed of 1024 sampling points. The normal signal 

takes 100 samples, and each of the three fault signals takes 100 samples, a total of 400 samples. 

Among them, 80 samples of each type signal are randomly selected as the training set, and the 

remaining 20 samples are used as test sets. The vibration image of the original signal is shown in 

Figure 1. 

4.2 EEMD decomposition of vibration signal 

Use EEMD to decompose the original vibration signal, and the IMF components are obtained, 

and the signal decomposition of one of the samples is shown in Figure 2. The signal is the original 

signal, IMF1, IMF2, … IMF9 is the characteristic component of each feature, RES is the remainder, 

the horizontal axis represents the sampling point, and the vertical axis represents the acceleration 

amplitude. 

4.3 Select sensitive IMF components 

Use IMF sensitive discriminant algorithm to select the IMF component sensitive to the fault 

information. Calculate the correlation coefficient between the IMF component and the original 

signal in each state. Figure 3 shows IMF correlation coefficient of normal samples. It can be seen 

from the figure that IMF1-6 is selected as the sensitive IMF component under normal conditions. 

The results of selecting the IMF component for each state are shown in Table 1. Finally, IMF1-6 

components were selected as the feature set source. 

Table 1. The sensitive IMF results of fault signals. 

 

Type Sensitive IMFs 

Normal IMF1，IMF2，IMF3，IMF4，IMF5，IMF6 

Rolling fault IMF1 

Inner ring fault IMF1 

Outer ring fault IMF1，IMF3 

Fig.1 The waveforms of rolling bearing vibration under 

four different conditions signal. 

Fig.2 Character component of decomposed EEMD. 

Fig.3 IMF correlation coefficient of Normal sample. 
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4.4 Build multiple Mahalanobis 

Based on the IMF1-IMF6 component selected in this paper, the corresponding four statistical 

eigenvalues are calculated separately, which are rms, range, energy, and kurtosis. That means a 

24-dimensional eigenvector is extracted from each sample and form four 100 24  feature spaces.

Then, according to steps 1 to 3 of the previous chapter, the Mahalanobis space of normal sample

and three fault types sample are constructed separately.

4.5 KPCA optimizes Mahalanobis spaces 

First, organize the signals decomposed by EEMD into fault data sets. In this system, there are 

24 characteristic variables. And then use KPCA to reduce the dimension of the 400 24  data set 

composed by the 100 samples data of normal, inner ring fault, outer ring fault, and rolling fault 

signal. In this paper, RBF radial basis kernel function is used for processing. After KPCA 

calculation, the data matrix arranged in descending order of correlation is obtained. According to 

the cumulative contribution rate of principal component, the principal component is more than 95%, 

and 7 principal components are taken respectively to obtain a new 400 7  dimensional data, which 

is used as a sample for subsequent classification processing. The Figure 4 shows cumulative 

contribution rate of principal components. 

4.6 Construct new Mahalanobis space and set threshold 

Then 80 samples of each type of signal are randomly selected as the training set, and the 

remaining 20 samples are used as test sets. Use the dimensionality-reduced feature space 320 7（ ） to 

construct a new Mahalanobis space. Then, according to steps 1 to 3 of the previous chapter, the 

mean, standard deviation and correlation matrix between the initial characteristic variables of each 

fault type are calculated, and these data are composed into the reference space. All other fault data 

and normal data are selected as negative samples. For example, take normal sample as a positive 

sample, by calculating the MD obtained from the normal data (see Figure 5), it is found that the 

positive sample space is mostly near 1, and the MD of the negative sample space is significantly 

different. 

Fig. 4 Cumulative contribution rate of KPCA. 

Fig. 5 The MD in different types. 

And then set a threshold for each Mahalanobis space. This paper uses 3 principles to determine 

the threshold. First, the fault detection is performed to determine whether the simple has faulted. By 

calculating, the threshold of the Mahalanobis space of the normal sample is 2.78. That is to see, the 

MD of the sample to be judged in the normal Mahalanobis space is calculated as 0MD . If 0MD < 

2.78, it is judged to be normal type. If 0MD >2.78, it is judged to be a fault class.

Then, the thresholds of the inner ring fault, outer ring fault and rolling element fault are 3.41, 

3.29, 2.52 respectively. For an abnormal sample, calculate its MD in three Mahalanobis spaces, 

denoted as 1MD , 2MD , 3MD , and the judgment rule is: 

1) If 1MD <3.41, 2MD >3.29, 3MD >2.52, then the sample is classified as the inner ring fault. 

2) If 2MD <3.29, 1MD >3.41, 3MD >2.52, then the sample is classified as the outer ring fault. 
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3) If 3MD  <2.52, 1MD >3.41, 2MD >3.29, then the sample is classified as the rolling fault. 

4) If 1MD , 2MD , and 3MD have two or three values that are not greater than the corresponding 

threshold, the sample is classified as the class corresponding to the minimum MD . 

5) If three values in 1MD , 2MD , and 3MD are greater than the corresponding threshold, the sample 

is considered normal. 

4.7 Results Analysis 

Retrieve the training data and then applied to the test data set. Overall, the accuracy of the model 

is 93%. Among them, the fault detector works best, reaching 100%. The accuracy of the fault 

classifier is 88%. This result is consistent with the actual situation, because the normal class signal 

is the most different from other fault signals. The result shows the model proposed in this paper is 

effective. 

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a fault detection and classification method for rolling bearings based on

EEMD-KPCA-MTS. First, this method uses the advantages of EEMD to solve the pattern mixing 

problem. And the IMF algorithm can effectively eliminate the IMF that is not related to the fault 

information, increasing the accuracy of feature extraction. Then, Use KPCA to extract nonlinear 

features of fault data, reduce computational cost and improve calculation accuracy. Finally, this 

method effectively diagnose and classify faults by calculating the Mahalanobis distance of sample 

and the threshold of Mahalanobis space. The method proposed in this paper can eliminate the 

interference components and highlight the fault characteristics, thus perfecting the theoretical 

system of the MTS and providing a new solution for the multi-fault classification method. The 

results of the case analysis verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, which provides a 

feasible way for fault diagnosis of rolling bearings 
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